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Have you ever struggled in your meditation time? Would you like a real working method that will

help you know your bible like the back of your hand?In this book you will discover a detailed but

simple method that will propel your ability to memorize scripture beyond anything you ever thought

possible.
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This book seems simple at first. I wasn't sure if it was for me. But then my brother who swore it

worked told me not to dis' it before I try it.So I applied the unexpectedly simple but straight forward

plan of memorizing, and trusted in the lord to help me retain his word.Before this book I had about

20 verses committed to memory. Now after applying it I have Memorized:Several chapters of

romansmost of 1 Corinthians Word for wordAnd all

of:Colossians1timothy2timothyJames1john2john3john1peter2peterJudeAll this is Word for

word.This little book is POWERFUL!Its short, but very simple. I guess I was expecting something

harder to apply but now I know this is all I needed, and all you'll ever need!Don't be fooled by its

simplistic approach. In fact I don't think any one could fairly review this book if they never applied its



message.In my opinion this book will not work for you under three reasons.1) you're memorizing for

pride and not your own personal journey with Jesus.2) you lack faith in the Lord's ability to help you.

And I don't know why anyone would doubt seeing that he wants you to known his word for daily

application and that all things are possible for us through Jesus, especailly if they strengthen us.3)

You don't have the Holy Spirit.I don't know what your situation in life is but this book should work for

everyone who does not fall under those three categories. That's my two cents at least and I hope it

helps!

HOW TO MEMORIZE THE BIBLE is a short, well-written book, designed to encourage Christians to

memorize scripture. The author clearly loves the Bible, and he often exhorts the reader to be faithful

in the process: "How can you practice the Word unless it's locked in your heart? And, "Know your

Bible, and it will change your life Be serious about it. Don't memorize it to impress others, but have a

humble heart and you'll become a blessing to those around you." I appreciate the author's emphasis

on honoring God, not ourselves, in this process. Nicely stated.The best method, says Adam, is the

Rote method, by which you actively speak out the verses multiple times. "There is really one one

method that has worked for thousands of years. Rote. By this method, billions of people throughout

time have memorized whole books, sacred texts, musical symphonies, ..." The author makes it clear

that you need to rely on God to guide you in this process. Don't rely on your own efforts--take it to

the Lord, and ask Him to help you in this.All in all, HOW TO MEMORIZE THE BIBLE is an uplifting,

encouraging book--but also very practical. The author writes in a clear, helpful fashion. The book is

well laid-out and well-edited. I appreciate the fact that the links in the Table of Contents actually

work.Recommend!

An overall good read that's quick and to the point. The few minutes I spent reading it has already

made a difference in the amount I have memorized. I previously had no more than a dozen

scriptures memorized but now I have chapter 5 and 7 of Matthew, ezekial 33, and Jude

memorized.The author doesn't actually teach the rote method as the other reviewers said. If you

pay attention he speaks against it in the end saying that mundane daily repetition isn't as powerful

as Jesus' method which he outlines in the bible. Yes Jesus talks about retaining and memorizing

the word! He tells us the Holy Spirit will help us and if Jesus says it then it's good enough for

me.The author explains that while the rote method can help you memorize a book in several months

time he explains that God has helped him do it in a day by an augmentation of the rote method

which he teaches. I can attest to that because I memorized Jude and Mathew 7 in one sitting.



I liked how simple and easy the author made it to memorize the book. and it was Christ-centered.

the author went straight to the point, and helped us learn to enjoy guardin God's Word in our heart

rather than in our head. reading this book made me realize I definitely needed more time to read my

Bible and ponder the Scriptures.

I have never been good at memorizing verses. Surprisingly, Houge doesn't stress trying to

remember chapter and verse (which is what I mostly struggle with) but stresses the importance of

memorizing the Word itself. His techniques are very specific. Lest anyone think that it is effortless,

make no mistake, memorizing is a craft that takes work. But the author is on the money about the

importance of being able to recall scripture and his techniques are time tested and dependable. If

you have an interest in remembering God's Word and implanting it in your heart (as we all should),

this is a buy signal from me.

I actually did what this author teaches in this book several years ago completely by surprise to

myself and without any of the excellent information he shares here but only by God's leading me

just as this author explains. So I was quite excited as I read this book to have an even clearer

understanding of how I was able to memorize the book of James when I was doing the Beth Moore

study of James. I am re-inspired to brush up on James and look for the next bible passage He

desires for me to learn and apply
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